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Newbbex is a Xoops module used to create and manage one or many forums.
The module wants to be easier as possible without too much options.
You can use private and public forums.

Here is the changelog :
- The module fully support Xoops 2.0.14
- Some templates were modified/corrected
- I have replace $HTTP_GET_VARS and $HTTP_POST_VARS with their "new" equivalents
- I have corrected a minor "bug" in the module's advanced search (not the one called by Xoops),
  it was possible to see topics titles you don't have the right to see (just the title, not
  the content)

You can use this module on a production website and download it here.

Use this forum to post suggestions or bugs reports.

Install the module as any other Xoops module and update it by copying the files to your website
then upgrad it in your modules manager.

Happy Xoops,
Hervé

http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/mydownloads/singlefile.php?cid=6&lid=58
http://www.herve-thouzard.com/modules/newbbex/viewforum.php?forum=22
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